Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Avian infectious bronchitis virus (AIBV), a member of the single-stranded, positive-sense RNA virus family *Coronaviridae*, infects domestic chickens and causes major economic losses to the poultry industry worldwide \[[@CR1]--[@CR5]\]. AIBV causes disease in the upper respiratory tract, but it can also infect other organs such as the kidney and gonads \[[@CR2]\]. Turkey coronavirus (TCoV), which causes acute enteric disease in turkeys and consequent economic loss, is closely related to AIBV \[[@CR6]\]. Sequence analysis has suggested that recombination may have played a key role in the evolutionary origin of TCoV. Because the spike proteins of TCoV isolates were much more divergent from those of AIBV than were other TCoV proteins, Jackwood and colleagues \[[@CR7]\] proposed that TCoV arose through a recombination event involving replacement of the *S* gene (encoding the spike or S protein) of an AIBV genome with one derived from a more distant, unidentified coronavirus.

Largely because of interest in the origin of SARS coronavirus, numerous studies have addressed the role of recombination in coronavirus evolution \[[@CR8]\]. In the case of AIBV, there has been long-standing interest in recombination among free-living strains \[[@CR7], [@CR9]--[@CR12]\], and the occurrence of recombination among genotypes has been demonstrated experimentally in vitro \[[@CR13]\]. As the genomes of AIBV isolates have been sequenced, several naturally occurring genomes have been reported with novel gene sets and/or gene orders compared to those seen in classic AIBV isolates \[[@CR14], [@CR15]\]. The sequences of these genomes show the effects of gene deletion and rearrangement, processes to which recombination may have contributed.

Here I applied phylogenetic methods to sequences of protein-coding genes of 11 classic AIBV genomes and 6 TCoV genomes in order to reconstruct past recombination events among members of these two taxa. I examined the pattern of nucleotide substitution in the S gene in order to test the hypothesis that this gene is subject to an unusually high rate of nucleotide substitution, which might account for the high level of divergence in this region, even in the absence of recombination. In addition, I conducted a phylogenetic analysis of S proteins from a wide variety of coronaviruses in order to test the hypothesis that the S protein of TCoV is derived from a distantly related virus.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

I analyzed 17 representative complete genomes of avian infectious bronchitis virus (AIBV) and turkey coronavirus (TCoV; Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Only genomes including open reading frames corresponding to the 11 protein-coding genes in the AIBV isolate BJ (AY319651) were used so that phylogenies of each gene could be constructed for the same set of genomes, and attenuated laboratory strains were avoided. Sequences of each protein-coding gene (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}) were aligned at the amino acid level with the CLUSTAL X program \[[@CR16]\], and the alignment was imposed on the DNA sequences. In addition, additional S protein sequences from 37 representative coronaviruses were downloaded from the NCBI protein sequence database and aligned using CLUSTAL X.Table 1Sequences used in analysesVirusIsolate accession numberIsolateAIBVAY319651BJAY338732LX4AY514485California 99AY641576Peafowl/GD/KQ6/2006AY646283Partridge/GD/S14/2003AY851295Mass 41DQ288927SAIBKDQ646405TW2575/98EU637854CK/CH/LSD/05IEU714029SC021202FN430414ITA/90254/2005TCoVEU022525TCoV-540EU022526TCoV-ATCCEU095850MG10GQ427174TCoV/TX-GL/01GQ427175TCoV/IN-517/94GQ427176TCoV/TX-1038/98 Table 2Proteins encoded by avian infectious bronchitis virus (AIBV) and turkey coronavirus (TCoV)ProteinGeneNo. of amino acids^a^Reading frame^a^1a*1a*39633′ end overlaps b portion of 1ab1ab*1ab*6641Reading frame change by ribosomal slippageSpike*S*11695′ end overlaps b portion of 1ab reading frame3a*3a*57First nucleotide of start is last nucleotide of stop of S; last nucleotide of stop is first nucleotide of start of 3b3b*3b*62First nucleotide of start is last nucleotide of stop of 3a; 3′ end overlaps Env reading frameEnvelope*Env*1095′ end overlaps 3b reading frame; 3′ end overlaps M reading frameMembrane glycoprotein*M*2265' end overlaps Env reading frame5a*5a*653′ end overlaps 5b reading frame5b*5b*815′ end overlaps 3a reading frame; 3′ end overlaps N reading frameNucleocapsid*N*4095′ end overlaps 5b reading frame^a^Based on IBV isolate BJ (AY319651)

Phylogenetic trees were constructed by the neighbor-joining (NJ) \[[@CR17]\] and maximum-likelihood (ML) \[[@CR18]\] methods, as implemented in the MEGA5 program \[[@CR19]\]. NJ trees of DNA sequences from AIBV and TCoV were constructed on the basis of the maximum composite likelihood (MCL) distance \[[@CR19]\], while ML trees were based on the Tamura-Nei model \[[@CR20]\]. NJ trees of S protein sequences were constructed on the basis of the JTT distance, and ML trees of S protein sequences used the JTT model \[[@CR19]\]. The reliability of clustering patterns in trees was assessed by bootstrapping \[[@CR21]\]; 1000 bootstrap samples were used. Since the NJ and ML methods yielded very similar results, only the NJ trees are shown below; the ML trees are included as supplementary material (Supplementary Figures S1-S5). In all computations of evolutionary distances, any site at which the alignment postulated a gap in any sequence was excluded from all pairwise comparisons.

The reading frames in AIBV and TCoV genomes show considerable overlap (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). The pattern of nucleotide substitution in regions of viral genes encoded by overlapping reading frames can be atypical because sites that are synonymous in one reading frame may be nonsynonymous in other reading frames \[[@CR22], [@CR23]\]. As a result, sites that are synonymous in one reading frame can be subject to purifying selection in the other reading frame \[[@CR22], [@CR23]\]. Because the unusual pattern of nucleotide substitution in such regions can obscure phylogenetic signals, overlapping portions of genes were excluded from the phylogenetic analyses of individual genes.

The number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (*d* ~*S*~) and the number of nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site (*d* ~*N*~) were estimated by Li's \[[@CR24]\] method. This method was used because it accounts for transitional bias, and the transition:transversion ratio was estimated at 1.92 for the non-overlapping portions of protein-coding genes. Transitional bias can affect the estimation of *d* ~*S*~ and *d* ~*N*~ because transitions at two-fold degenerate sites are invariably synonymous \[[@CR24], [@CR25]\]. The variances of mean *d* ~*S*~ and *d* ~*N*~ were estimated by the bootstrap method \[[@CR25]\].

Comparison of the topology of phylogenetic trees based on different genes was used to test the hypothesis that recombination among genes has occurred in the evolutionary history of these viral genomes. Bootstrapping of trees provided a test of the hypothesis that trees of different genes showed different topologies and thus of the hypothesis that recombination has occurred. The breakpoint for within-gene recombination events was tested by the maximum chi-square method \[[@CR26]\] as implemented in the RDP3 program \[[@CR27]\].

Results {#Sec3}
=======

Phylogenies of AIBV and TCoV genes {#Sec4}
----------------------------------

In the phylogenetic analysis of the non-overlapping portions of S gene sequences, the AIBV isolates clustered together and apart from TCoV isolates (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). The branch between the two clusters received 100% bootstrap support (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). The maximum chi-square method provided support (P \< 0.0001) for a recombination event in the 3' portion of the *b* portion of *1ab*. Based on the breakpoint estimated by the latter method, a second phylogenetic tree was constructed based on the 3' end of the *b* portion of *1ab* (114 aligned nucleotides), excluding the portion that overlaps the S reading frame (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). In the latter tree also, the AIBV isolates clustered together and apart from TCoV isolates, although the bootstrap support for the branch separating the major clusters was only 86% (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}B).Fig. 1(**A**) Neighbor-joining tree of non-overlapping portions of the *S* gene based on MCL distance at 3310 aligned nucleotide sites. (**B**) Neighbor-joining tree of the 3′ end of the ***b*** portion of the *1* ***ab*** gene based on MCL distance at 123 aligned nucleotide sites. Numbers on the branches represent the percentage of 1000 bootstrap samples supporting the branch; only values ≥50% are shown

By contrast, in a phylogenetic tree based on the non-overlapping regions of *1a*, the remainder of the *b* portion, *3a*, *3b*, and *Env* sequences, AIBV and TCoV did not form separate clusters (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Rather, the AIBV genome AY514485 (California 99) clustered within the cluster of TCoV genomes (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). An internal branch receiving 100% bootstrap support clustered the latter genome with two TCov genomes, GQ427174 and GQ427176 (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The cluster including AY514485 and all TCoV isolates was separated from all other AIBV isolates by an internal branch that received 100% bootstrap support (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the AY514485 genome appeared to represent a recombinant between AIBV and TCoV. Phylogenetic trees based on the individual genes used in constructing the phylogeny shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} showed similar topologies (not shown).Fig. 2Neighbor-joining tree of non-overlapping portions of the *1* ***a***, the ***b*** portion of 1ab (excluding the 3′ end; **A**), *3* ***a***, *3* ***b***, and *Env* sequences, based on MCL distance at 20,022 aligned sites. Numbers on the branches represent the percentage of 1000 bootstrap samples supporting the branch; only values ≥50% are shown

Other evidence of recombination was found in the phylogenies of the genes located downstream of *Env*. A phylogeny of the *M* gene showed several AIBV genes that clustered with TCoV (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). In the case of AY514485 and FN430414, support for clustering of the *M* genes with those of TCoV was weak (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). However, a cluster including the TCoV genome GQ427174 and the AIBV genomes AY641576 and AY851295 received 97% bootstrap support (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). In the case of the *N* gene, the AIBV genomes AY641576 and AY851295 clustered with TCoV genomes with weak support (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). However, the *N* gene of the AIBV genome EU637854 clustered with the TCoV genome GQ427174 with 100% bootstrap support (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). The number of nucleotide substitutions per site (estimated by the MCL method) between the *N* gene of EU637854 and that of GQ427174 was only 0.0017 ± 0.0011. On the other hand, the mean number of nucleotide substitutions per site between the *N* gene of EU637854 and the *N* genes of the main cluster of AIBV genomes (excluding EU637854, AY641576, and AY 851295; Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}B) was 0.1164 ± 0.0114. The difference between these two values was highly significant (Z-test; P \< 0.001).Fig. 3(**A**) Neighbor-joining tree of the non-overlapping portion of the *M* gene based on MCL distance at 668 aligned nucleotide sites. (**B**) Neighbor-joining tree of non-overlapping portions of *N* gene sequences based on MCL distance at 1170 aligned nucleotide sites. Numbers on the branches represent the percentage of 1000 bootstrap samples supporting the branch; only values ≥50% are shown

Phylogenetic trees of both *5a* and *5b* genes showed topologies supporting numerous recombinational events between AIBV and TCoV, although with relatively modest bootstrap support. In the *5a* gene, there was 76% support for a cluster including all TCoV genomes along with four AIBV genomes (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). The *5a* gene of the AIBV genomes AY514485 and EU637854 clustered with the TCoV genome GQ427175 with 82% bootstrap support (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). In the case of the *5b* gene, the AIBV genomes AY514485 and EU637854 likewise clustered among the TCov genomes, though with weak (\< 50%) bootstrap support (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). The poor resolution of the phylogenies of the *5a* and *5b* genes no doubt reflected the small numbers of nucleotide sites available in non-overlapping portions of these genes (198 and 180, respectively).Fig. 4(**A**) Neighbor-joining tree of the non-overlapping portion of the *5a* gene based on MCL distance at 198 aligned nucleotide sites. (**B**) Neighbor-joining tree of non-overlapping portion of the *5b* gene based on MCL distance at 180 aligned nucleotide sites. Numbers on the branches represent the percentage of 1000 bootstrap samples supporting the branch; only values ≥50% are shown

Nucleotide substitution {#Sec5}
-----------------------

Excluding the five AIBV genomes implicated in recombinational events with TCoV by the phylogenetic analyses (AY514485, AY641576, AY851295, EU637854, and FN430414), I estimated the number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (*d* ~*S*~) and the number of nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site (*d* ~*N*~) for pairwise comparisons within and between AIBV and TCoV genomes (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Mean *d* ~*S*~ and mean *d* ~*N*~ were estimated separately for the non-overlapping portion of the *S* reading frame and for non-overlapping portions of other genes (excluding the 3' end of the *b* portion of *1ab*; Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). In all comparisons, mean *d* ~*S*~ was significantly greater than mean *d* ~*N*~ (P \< 0.001 in each case; Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}), indicating that all of these coding regions are subject to purifying selection. In the comparison between AIBV and TCoV, both mean *d* ~*S*~ and mean *d* ~*N*~ were significantly greater in the *S* gene than in other coding regions (P \< 0.001 in each case; Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). By contrast, in comparisons within AIBV, mean *d* ~*S*~ did not differ significantly between the *S* gene and other genes, and in comparisons within TCoV, mean *d* ~*S*~ in the *S* gene was significantly less than that in other genes (P \< 0.001; Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). In AIBV, mean *d* ~*N*~ was significantly greater in the *S* gene than in other genes, but in TCoV, mean *d* ~*N*~ did not differ significantly between *S* and other genes (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}).Table 3Mean numbers of synonymous (*d* ~*S*~) nonsynonymous (*d* ~*N*~) substitutions per site in non-overlapping portions of the *S* gene and other genes in pairwise comparisons within and between AIBV and TCovComparison*S*Other genes*d* ~*S*~*d* ~*N*~*d* ~*S*~*d* ~*N*~AIBV0.419 ± 0.0190.070 ± 0.0050.401 ± 0.0070.048 ± 0.001\*\*\*TCoV0.094 ± 0.0070.031 ± 0.0030.164 ± 0.004\*\*\*0.029 ± 0.001AIBV vs. TCoV1.416 ± 0.1210.775 ± 0.0300.461 ± 0.009\*\*\*0.056 ± 0.001\*\*\*Analyses excluded five AIBV genomes (AY514485, AY641576, AY851295, EU637854, and FN430414) with histories of recombination with TCoV and the 3′end of the b portion of 1ab (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}B)\*\*\* Z-tests of the hypothesis that *d* ~*S*~ or *d* ~*N*~ in the other genes is equal to the corresponding value in the S gene: P \< 0.001

S protein phylogeny {#Sec6}
-------------------

In a phylogenetic tree of S proteins from coronaviruses of birds and mammals, coronaviruses from birds did not form a monophyletic group (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Two sequences from coronaviruses of passerine birds (munia and bulbul) clustered with those from carnivores (ferret badger and leopard cat), and this cluster received 100% bootstrap support (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). A third sequence from a passerine bird (thrush) fell outside this cluster (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, AIBV and TCoV sequences, along with a sequence from a pigeon coronavirus, clustered together with 97% bootstrap support (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the phylogenetic tree supported the hypothesis that the S proteins of AIBV and TCoV were more closely related to each other than either was to any coronavirus derived from a mammalian host.Fig. 5Neighbor-joining tree of S protein sequences of coronaviruses from avian and mammalian hosts based on the JJT distance at 796 aligned amino acid sites. Sequences are identified by accession number and host. Numbers on the branches represent the percentage of 1000 bootstrap samples supporting the branch; only values ≥50% are shown

Discussion {#Sec7}
==========

Sequence analyses (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}A; Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}) supported the observation of Jackwood et al. (2010) that the *S* (spike) gene shows substantial sequence divergence between AIBV and TCov. One hypothesis to explain this observation is derivation of the *S* gene of AIBV or TCoV is that it has resulted from recombination \[[@CR7]\]. Alternative hypotheses that do not invoke recombination include the following: (1) that amino acid sequence divergence in the spike protein is driven by positive selection or by relaxation of purifying selection; and (2) that the mutation rate in the *S* gene is unusually high.

The present analyses did not support the hypothesis that the *S* gene has been subject to positive Darwinian selection favoring amino acid replacements in the spike protein. Mean *d* ~*S*~ was significantly greater than mean *d* ~*N*~ in the *S* gene, even in the comparison between AIBV and TCoV, where a substantial amount of nonsynonymous substitution has occurred (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Moreover, in comparisons of TCoV isolates, mean *d* ~*N*~ in the *S* gene was very similar to that in the other genes (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). In comparisons of AIBV isolates, mean *d* ~*N*~ was significantly higher in S than in other genes, but mean *d* ~*N*~ was still much lower than mean *d* ~*S*~, even in the *S* gene (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). These results imply that purifying selection (selection acting to eliminate deleterious mutations) has been the primary form of natural selection acting on the *S* gene. In general, purifying selection appears to have been less stringent on the *S* gene than on other genes, except within TCoV.

Because synonymous mutations are more likely to be neutral, or nearly so, than are nonsynonymous mutations, patterns of synonymous substitutions provide the most reliable index of the mutation rate in protein-coding genes \[[@CR28]\]. The present results do not reveal a pattern of synonymous substitution in the *S* gene indicative of an unusually high mutation rate. In AIBV, mean *d* ~*S*~ was very similar in the *S* gene and other genes, while in TCoV, mean *d* ~*S*~ was actually significantly lower in the *S* gene than in other genes (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}).

The fact that neither selection on the spike protein nor a high mutation rate in the *S* gene can account for the observed results supports the hypothesis that the difference between the *S* genes and other genes with respect to the extent of divergence between AIBV and TCoV is the result of recombination. In the absence of a high mutation rate, the most reasonable explanation for an unusually high level of synonymous divergence in a given region of two related genomes is that the region in question is more anciently diverged than the remainder of the genome, and that recombination has brought together anciently diverged and more recently diverged genomic segments. However, in the case of AIBV and TCoV, the mechanism involved need not have involved recombination with a distantly related virus \[[@CR7]\]. Rather, it is possible that the degree of sequence divergence seen in the *S* gene has been accumulated since the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) of AIBV and TCoV and that the other portions of the genome have been homogenized between these two lineages by repeated events of inter-lineage recombination since the MRCA.

Phylogenetic analyses of individual genes supported the hypothesis that recombination between the AIBV and TCoV lineages has been frequent. In the upstream portion of the genome, from *1a* to the *Env* gene, excluding the *S* gene and the 3' end of the *b* portion of the *1ab* reading frame, the California 99 (AY514485) isolate clearly belongs to TCoV (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). However, based on the *S* gene and the 3' end of the *b* portion of the *1ab* reading frame, the same isolate clearly belongs to AIBV (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The evolutionary relationships of AY514485 clearly indicate that the *S* gene and adjacent regions can be exchanged between AIBV and TCoV lineages.

In the downstream portion of the genome, there was evidence of multiple recombination events between the AIBV and TCoV lineages. Although AIBV-like in the upstream genes from *1a* though *Env*, Peafowl/GD/KQ6/2006 (AY641576) and Mass 41 (AY851295) showed a close resemblance to TCoV in the *M* gene (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). Similarly, the *N* gene of the AIBV isolate CK/CH/LSD/05I (EU637854) was less than 1% different from that of the TCoV isolate TCoV/TX-GL/01 (GQ427174) but nearly two orders of magnitude more divergent from a typical AIBV *N* gene (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). These results imply that there have been recent recombination events, causing near-homogenization of certain genomic regions between genomes that continue to differ markedly in the *S* gene. Moreover, the occurrence of such events suggests an important role for recombination in homogenizing non-S portions of the genome between the AIBV and TCoV lineages.

In their present niches in the agricultural ecosystem, AIBV and TCoV infect different host species and different organ systems within those hosts. Under these circumstances, it seems unlikely that the two viruses have opportunities for recombination. However, the hypothesis proposed here does not require recombination at the present time, but only recombination in the evolutionary past between the lineage that gave rise to AIBV and the lineage that gave rise to TCoV. The history of these viruses prior to their appearance as agricultural pathogens is unknown, but recent analyses of viruses infecting wild birds suggest that AIBV and TCoV represent just the tip of the iceberg of a vast assemblage of avian coronaviruses awaiting discovery and characterization \[[@CR29]--[@CR31]\]. Moreover, individual bird species may be infected by a number of distinct coronaviruses \[[@CR29]--[@CR31]\], as would be required for recombination between different viral lineages.

A phylogenetic analysis of S proteins of coronaviruses of birds and mammals (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) supported the hypothesis that the S proteins of AIBV and TCoV are closely related and that these two viruses belong to a clade of avian-specific coronaviruses. The fact that the S proteins of these two viruses clustered together in the phylogenetic tree provides evidence against the hypothesis that either of the two viruses obtained its S protein from a widely divergent coronavirus. The close phylogenetic relationship of AIBV and TCoV is consistent with the hypothesis that their ancestors shared hosts during their evolutionary history and thus with the hypothesis of recombination between these two coronavirus lineages.
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